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CS 801 SECIJRITY IN COMPUTING
(2006 Scheme)

Time : 3 Hours Maximum Marks : 100
PARTA

(Answer lf! questions)

List the properties of "Trust Worthy" Encryption Systems?

Write short notes on: (i) Confusion (ii) Diffusion.

Write a short note on strength ofDES algorithm.

What is the difference between fujndael and AES?

Explain various applications ofPublic Key Cryptosystems.

Describe an efficient procedure for picking a prime number in

(8 x s -a0)

Write a short note on suppress-replay attacks.

Write bdefly on various S/MIME contert typcs.

(4xls=60)

I. (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(0

(g)

(h)

IV.

(a) Desoibe the significance ofthe terms: Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability in
Computer Security.

(b) Describe the Shannon's Characteristics of"Good" Ciphers.
OR

(a) Explain and compare the Etrength of Playfair Cipher, Hill Cipher and polyalphabetic
Ciphers.

(b) What are the two problems with the one-time pad?

(a) What is meant by Avalanche Effect? With the help ofan example, describe how DES
exhibits it.

(b) Explain the AES Key expansion algorithm in detail.
OR

(a) Explain general depiction ofDES Encrypiion Algorithm with the help offigure.
(b) Describe the characteristics of overall AES structure.

(a) What are the requirements a Public key cryptosystem must fulfill to become a secure
algorithm?

(b) In a public key system using RSA, you interoept the cipher text C: l0 sent to a user
whose public key is e = 5, n = 35. What is the plain text M?

OR
(a) Describe the RSA algorithm with the help ofan example.
(b) Discuss the Miller - Rabin Algorithm and its significance in public Key encryption.

(a) Describe the IP Security Architeeture in detail.
(b) Write a note on Rule based Intrusion Detection.

OR
(a) Describe various Firewall configurations.
(b) Explain the scope ofESP (Encapsulating Security Payload) for the transport mode and

tunnel mode.

(8)

(7)

(10)

(5)

(8)

(7)

(8)
(7)

(7)

(8)

(8)
(7)

(10)
(5)

(7)
(8)

VII.

cEi{ItA! tJB(/rill
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EE 801 f,LECTRICAL MACHITIE DESIGN
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Time: 3 Hours

I. (a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

(e)

(0

(g)

(h)

Maximum Marks: 100

PART A
(Answer ALL questions)

(8xs=40)

What are the main dimensions in machine design? What do you mean by specific loadings?
What are the advantages ard disadvartages ofhigher number ofpolas in dC machine? 

-
Prove that for a range oftransformers voltage per turn: KJK , where X= a constant.
The initial tenrperanre ofa machine is 40oc. calculate the temperature ofthe machine after
I hour if its final steady temperature rise is 80oc and the heating time constant is 2 hows. The
ambient temperature is 30oC.
What are the factors to be considered for the choice ofspecific magnetic loading for
s;mchronous machine?
Find the main dimensions of a 2500KVA, 187.5 rpm, 

^50H2, 
3 phase, 3KV salient pole

lltmator. The specific magnetic loading is 0.6 wb/m2 and theipecific electric loading is
34000 A,h. The ratio ofcore length to pole pitch = 0.65.
What are the factors to be considered for selecting the number ofstator slots in a 3 phase
induction motor?
Estimate the main dimensions for a 3-phase 20 Hp, 400V, 6pole, 50H2, 97O r?m induction
motor. Assume specific magnetic and electric 23000 A/m, ratio
ofcore length to pole pitch 0.85, full load

PART B

(4xls=60)

A 250KW, 500V, 600 rpm, dc generator is built with ai ot tr- /5mII.

m. (a)
(b)

and a core length of0.3m. The lap connected armatffe has 720 conductors. Llsing the
data obtained from this machine determine the amBture diameter, core length, nuriber
ofarmature slots, armature conductors and commutator segrnents for a 350kW, 440V,
720 rpm, 6-pole dc generator. (15)

OR
D€rive the output equation ofa dc machine. (g)
Find the minimum number ofpoles for a l200KW generator ifthe average voltage
between commutator segment is not to exceed 15 and the annature mmfper pole is not
to exceed 10,000 A. (7)

Determine the main dimensions ofthe core, the mrmber ofturns and the cross section
oftle conductors for a 5KVA, 11000/400V, 50Hz single plase core type dishibution
transformer. The net conductor area in the window is 0.6 times the nei cross-section of
iron in the core. Assume a square cross-section for the core, flux density I wb/m2, cunent
density 1.4 A/mm'? ald a window space factor 0.2. The height of window is 3 times itswidth- ( l s)

OR

rv.
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(a)

(b)

2

A 250KVA, 6600/400V, 3 phase core t)?e lransformer has a total loss of4800W at
full load. The transforrner tank is 1.25m in height and lm x 0.5m in plan. Design a
suitable scheme for tubes ifthe average temperature ris€ is to be limited to 35"C. The
diameter ofth€ tube is 50nrn and are spaced 75mm from each other. The average height
oftubes is 1.05m.- Specific heat dissipation due to radiation and convection is respectively
6 and 6.5 w/m' - "C. Assume tlat convection is improved by 35 percent due to provision
oftubes. (lO)
A 500KVA transformer has a total loss of 7.5KW at full load. The rate ofheat dissipation
from tank walls is 300 WfC rise and the heat enor$/ required to raise its temperahra by
l"C is 0.45 KWh. Calculate the final steady temperature rise and thermal time constani
oftransformer. (5)

A 1000KV4, 3300V, 50H2, 300 rpm, 3 phase altemator has 180 slots with 5 conductors
per slot. Single layer winding with full pitoh coils is used. The winding is star connected
with one circuit per phase. Det€rurine th€ specific electric and specific magnetic loadings
if the stator bore is 2m and the core length is 0.4m. Using the same loadings, determine
the corresponding data for a I250KVA, 3300V, 50Ha 250 rpm, 3 phase star connected
altemator haying 2 circuits per phase. The machine has 60" phase spread. ( I 5)

vI.

VII.
OR

A 1250 KVA, 3 phase 50H2, 300V, 300 rprrq syncbronous generator with
winding has the following design data:

Specific magnetic loading
Specific elecfic loading
Gap length
Field tums per pole
Short circuit ratio

: 0.58 wb/ml

!-i"l \

= 33000
= 5.5 mm
:60
= 1.2

vIrI.

The effective gap arca is 0.6 times the actual area. Peripheral speed is 30
stator core letrgtb stator bore, tums per phase, mmf for air gap, armaalre runfper pole
and field current for no load and rated voltage. (15)

A 15 KW, 440V, 4 pole, 50Hz 3 phase induction motor is built with a stator boro 0.25m
and a core length of0.l6m. The specific elecfiic loading is 23000 ampere conduction
per mete. Using the data ofthis machine, detennine the core dimensions, number ofstator
slots and number of stator conductors for a 1 lKW, 460V, 6 pole, 50IIz motor. Assume a
firll load efficiency of 84 percent and power factor of0.82 for each machine. The winding
factor is 0.955. (15)

What are the factors to be consideredo#fore selecting the number ofstator stots? (S)
Show that for a given core length and diameter, a slow speed induction motor have poor
power factor. O)

D(. (a)
(b)

--a.: ;
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EC 8OI AUDIO AND VIDEO ENGINEERING

(2006 Scheme)

Time : 3 Hours Maximum Marks : I00
PART A

(Answer 4!!f questions)

Explain the parameterc oftypical microphone.
Why AC biasing is preferred in magnetic recording?
What is flicker? How it can be avoided?
Explain positive and negativ€ modulation. Why negative modulation is
preferred in TV transmission?
Explain compatibility and reverse compatibility considerations in colour TV
trunsmission.
Explain why G-Y signal is not used as colour difference signal in colour TV
transmission.

(8xs=40)

Describe the role ofquantization table in intraframe compression.
Explain H.261 frame format.

I (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)

(0

G)
(h)

(a)
(b)

(a)
(b)

Draw and explain magnetic tape recording.
Why AC biasing is prefened in magnetic

OR
Explain optical storage system and coding applied to CD.
Discuss the working ofPiezo- electric microphone and list its advantages.

Explain the working ofCCD camera with necessary diagrams.
What is composite video signal? Explain the role of pre and post equalizing
pulses.

OR
Draw and explain the block diagram ofbasic monochrome TV transmitter and
receiver.
Explain why VSB is preferred in TV transmission.

(a) Draw and explain the NTSC encoder. Why this system is sensitive to
differential phase errors?

(b) Find out the maximum bandwidth requirement ofNTSC monoohrome system.
OR

(a) Draw and oxplain the working of delta gun picture tube. List its disadyartages.
(b) Explain chromaticity diagram.

15 : 60)

(10)
(5)

(10)
(5)

IV. G)
(b)

v. (a)

(b)

(a)
(b)

(8)
(?)

VI.

(10)

(5)

(10)

(5)

(10)
(s)

(ts)VIII, Explain intraframe and interframe compression techniques used in MPEGI with
the help ofnecessary block diagram.

OR
Explain MPEGI audio codec with necessary block diagram.
Explain DPCM. Why is it prefened in audio compression?

( l0)
(5)
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ME 801 OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
(z006 scheme)

Timc : 3 Hours Maximum Marks : 100

PART A
(Answer l!\ questions)

(a) Define the telm "Float'. Explain the terms: (i) total float (ii) free float

(iii) independent float

(b) Explain the different qualitative forecasting techniques.

(c) Explain the various stages in product life cycle ofa product.

(d) Derive an expression for Economic Order Quantity when staek replenishment is not

inslantaneous.

(e) What is Gantt Chart? How is it constructed?

(8 x s =a0)

What is dispatohing? What are the functions of dispatchiDg list?

What arc the adyantages and limitations ofproc€ss layout?

Describe the objectives ofmaterial handling.

(4xls=60)

Bring out the difference between CPM and PERT. (3)

(12)A small project is composed ofthe following activities whose time estimates are given
below. Time is indicated in days.

(0

G)
(h)

II. (a)

(b)

(i)

Activity Optimistic time Most likely time Pessimistic time

1-2 4 5 12

t-6 3 5 7

2-3 11 26

24 2 4 6

3-5 6 1l t6

4-5 3 5 l3

6-7 5 25

5-8 2 2 8

10 13 28

Construc Network Diaercm and find exrecled duation and variance ofexpecled
acxivity. Mark the critical path.

Ifthe project due date is 38 days, whrit is the probability ofnot meeting
due date?

Calculate the project due date-f6r probability of completion o194.5%.

Ifthe project due date changes to 35 days, what is the probability ofnot
meeting the due date.

OR

(iD

(iii)

(iv)

ffi
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trI. (a)

(b)

v. (a)

(b)

2
Explain t}le factors affecting forecasting.

Nokia started the production of 3G phones. The demand for different weeks of March
and April ofthe company are given below. Assume the initial forecast for the first week
ofMarch as 60000 units and corresponding initial trend as zero. Assume a=0.1 and

f = 0.2 - Represent the trend adjusted exponential smoothing forecast for March and

April. Also find MAD, MSE, RSFE, MAPE and tracking signal.

Month Week Demand

March

1 65000

2 60000

3 55000

4 65000

April

1 6s000

2 62500

3 70000

4 71000

(a) List aut and briefly discuss different phases ofproduction plaming and control? (7)

(b) Write short notes on Simplification, Standardization, Specialization and (8)
Interchangeability.

OR
Write a note on ABC analysis. (5)

The rate ofuse ofa partiaular raw material from stores is20 units per year. The cost of (10)
placing and receiving an order is 8s.40/-. The cost of carrying inventory is l6ok per year.
Determine the economic order qua[tity.

(4)

(l l)

IV.

VIII. (a)

n (e)

(6)

(e)

(6)

(a) Explain ' Scheduling' and 'Sequencing'. Also explain algorithm for solving twojob
machine problem.

(b) Write notes on progress reporting and expediting.
OR

(a) Explain the various ag$egate planning slrategies.

(b) The followirrg parts are waiting to be processed in a machine shop on July 20. The
estimate oftime needed to complete thej part is as follows:

Pa.Ls Due-date Processing time

luly 28 9

2 August 1 7

3 August 15 24

4 July 26 6

5 August 27 30

Sequence parts using critical ratio method.

What are the objectives ofmaintenance? Explain in detail the different types of
Maintenanse Procadures?

What axe the principles of material handling?
OR

What are the types of layouts? Explain them with suitable example.

Describe Systematic Layout Planning (SLP).

(8)

(7)

(e)

(6)

(b)

x (a)

(b)
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IT 801 ELECTRONIC BUSINESS AND SERVICES
(2006 Scheme)

Time : 3 Hours Maximum Marks : 100
PART A

(Answer ALL questions)

(8 x s =40)
Define a value chain. What do we mean by disaggregation and reaggregation ofvalue
chain?
What do we mean by e-business webs?

What are the trends related to customer service?

What are the challenges ofe-Business Architecture?

What are the goals ofa CRM business fiame work?

Briefly describe the bcnefits ofERP suite.

What are the management issues in e-supply chain fusion?

Define e-procurement.

PART B

I. (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(0

(e)

(h)

T.

I.

IV.

v. (a)
(b)

Explain the ten rules ofe-business.

Explain:
(i)
(iD

customer oriented
organizational trends

Dsscribe the steps in e-business design in
OR

Define CRM and its phases.
Describe the new CRM architecture.

Define selling chain management. What are the business forces driving the need for
selling-chain management? 

OR
Describe the evolution ofEnterprise Resource planning.
Describe ERP implementation.

Define supply chain management. Describe supply chain inyestment trends.
Explain e-supply chain fusion.

OR
Describe the evolution ofc-procurement models in detail.

(4xls=60)

( 15)

(10)
(5)

(15)

(r 5)

(8)
(7)

vI.

vII. (a)
(b)

VIII. (a)
(b)

IX

(10)
(s)

(10)
(5)

(15)
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CS 802 ARTIF] CT AL INT ELLIGENCE

Time : 3 Hours
PART A

(Answer 4LL questions)

I. (a) What is a production System? Explain with an example.

(b) Explain the Generate ard Test Search algorithm.

(c) What is meart by propositional logic? Give examples.

(d) What is meani by goal trees?

(e) What are Semantic Nets? Give an example.

(f) Explain statistical reasoning.

(g) What is a software agent?

(h) Describe the important chamcteristics ofan agent.

B. Tech Degree VIII Semester Exumination April 2012

Maximum Marks : 100

(8 x s =40)

(4x 15 = 60)

(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

Discuss the A* alCorithm in detait 
\*.\

(8)

(7)

(8)

(7)

(6)

(e)

(6)

(e)

rV. (a)

(b)

Explain any two heuristic search

Elaborate the mini-max search procedure with the help oTZ example.

Explain how alpha-beta cut-offimproves the performanca ofthe mini - max algorithm.

What do you mean by forward ohaining and backward chaining? Explain with examples.

Explain the unification algorithm.
OR

Explain the steps to convert a sentence in English to CNF.

(a) Describe how knowledge is represented using frames and soipts.

(b) Explain any three methods olleaming.
OR

(a) Explain the various steps in natural language prooessing.

(b) What do you mean by:
(D Fuzq logic
(ii) Semantic grammar

' (iii) Conceptual dependency

(8)

(7)

(l s)

(8)

(7)

(ls)

vI.

vIIl. (a)

(b)

x

Explain the functions ofa software agent.

What is meant by agent oriented programming?
OR

Explain how inteltigent agents are implemented.
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EE8O2 POWER SYSTEMS Itr
(2006 Schene)

Time: 3 Hours
Maximurn [.tarks: 100

PART A
(Answer ALL questions)

Explain what is arcing ground.
What is insulation co-ordination?
Explain the application of distance relays.
What is the need ofbiasing in differential protection?

(8x 5 = 40)

Explain what is speed-time curve.
What is dielectric heating?
What is energy auditing?
What is total harmonic distortion?

(4x15:60)

I. (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(0
G)
(h)

a)
(8)

(s)
(5)
(5)

(7)
(8)

(a)
(b)

(a)
(b)
(c)

(a)
(b)

(a)
(b)

I

Iv.

(7)

(8)
(7)

(10)
(5)

(8)

o)

VII. (a)
(b)

(a)
(b)

(a)

o)

vI. (a)
(b)

Give any seven advantages of SF6 circuit breaken.
Derive voltage and current reflection coefiicients for a line terminated with Zo.

OR
Explain the advanlages ofneutral earthing.
Explain the use ofearth wires.
Discuss about vacuum circuit break€r.

Explain how altematom are protected against stator faults.
With block diagram explain the working ofstatic relays.

OR
Explain Merz-Price protection for tmnsformers.
What is universal relay torque equation? Explain?

Explain the advantages ofelectric heating.
Alelectric train weighing 200 tonnes has eight motoB geared to ddving wheels,
each wheel is 90 cm diameter. Obtain the torque develoled by each motor to accelerate
the.train to. a speed of48 Kmph, in 30 seconds up a gradiurt of f i, ZOO. The tractive
resistance is of 50 neulons per tonne, the effect at rolational inertia is tOX ofthe train
weight, the gear ratio is 4 to 1 and gearing efficiency is 80 perceni.

Discus on direct and indkect arc fumaces.
Explain the principle ofinduction heating.

Discuss on enerry auditing in electric heating systems.
Give any five effects ofharmonic currents irpower systems.

OR
Discuss on the factors affecting power quality problems.
Discuss about passive filter design.

( l0)
(5)

(8)
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EC 802 COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
(zooo schene)

Time : 3 Hours Maximum Marks : 100
PART A

(Anwer ALLqu$tio s)

(8 x s =40)
(a) Define the term fading in microwave link. Explain the methods used to counter fading.

(b) With the help ofblock diagram, explain the working ofmicrowave relays.

(c) Explain the term orbit perturbations. LisX out the factors causing orbit pertwbalions.

(d) Explain about satellite link equations.

(e) What are the characteristics of aerial photographs? Explain.

(f) Explain different scanning systems used in remote sensing.

(g) Explain the concept ofcell splitting and frequency reuse in cellular systems.

(h) Compare different multiple accass techniques used in wireless communication.

PARTB

With the help ofBlock diagram explain a miorowave terminal station.
Compare various repeaters used in microwave communication.

OR

(4 x 15 :60)

Write short notes on various types of miorowave antennas,
Explain how the LOS sysem differ from the OTH system.

(a)
(b)

(a)
(b)

I.

B. Tech Degree VIII Semestur Examination April2012

Explain the working ofsatellite transponder.
Give a short note on Direct Television broadcast

OR
Write short notes on geostationary satellite
Explain different types ofsatellite orbits.
Explain the terms:
(D Hook Angle
(iD Apogee.

system.

With the help ofblock diagram explain the working ofFH-SS and compare lts
performance with DS-SS.

OR
Define the term telemetry and describe yarious types.
Explajn the various IR image characte stics.

Desffibe GSM irchitecture, with the help olblock diagram.
Explain equalization techniques used in wireless communication.

OR
Write short notes on;

(O AMPS
(iD DECT sysxem.

(10)
(5)

(e)
(6)

vI.

TV. (8)
(7)

(6)
(s)
(4)

(ls)

(8)
(7)

(e)
(6)

(1s)

(a)
(b)

(a)
(b)
(c)

(a)
(b)

(a)
(b)

x
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(")

(0

(g)

(h)

(8xs=40)

4 x 15 =60)

[. (a)

(b)

less than 0.2 is obtained with the help ofpressure
With the help of a neat sketch explain tle
interferometer used in the measurement offluid

PART B

When air is released adabatically from a tyre, the
exit is 37'C below that inside the tyre. Show that exit

(s)

(10)

m.

B.Tech Degree WII Semester Examination April 2012
ME 802 COMPRESSIBLE FLUID FLOW

(2006 Scheme)
Time : 3 Hours Maximum Marks : 100

PARTA
(Answar ilI! questions)

Show that for sonic flow the deviation between the compressibte and
incompressible flow values of the pressure coemcient of a perfect gas with
L = 1.4is abofi21 .5Yo.

Prove that for a chocked flow of air tlrough a varying area passage, the pressure
at the minimum cross sectional area is 0.S28po, where io is the stagnation
pressure. Assume isentropic flow.
Explain why stagnation temperature is constant across a stationary shockwave but
is not constant across a moving shookwave.
The downstream Mach number, in tle case ofan oblique shock wave may or may
not be less than unity. Explain the statement.
Explain the significance of maximum entropy condition for the flow of a perfect
gas in a constant area duct influenced by walt friction.
Holdoes static enthalpy vary in a Rayleigh flow with increase in entropy when
the flow is supersonic? What is the limiting value of Mach number at the
maximum enthalpy point?
What is the method by which the velocity of flow in a stream with Mach number

Arr aircraft flies at an altiiude of 15000m (p:0.1211x10fumr, p:0.1945 kglm3,
T=216.65K) with a vetooity of800krn/k. Calculate

(D the maximum possible temperature at the airplane skin
(ii) the pressure experienced on the body
(iii) the critical velocity ofair relative to the air plane
(iv) the maximum possible velocity ofair relative to thc airplaro

OR
The hoight at inlet and throat ofa rectangle nozzle fitted to the supersonic wind (15)
tunnel is 600mm and 300mm respectively. The breadth of nozzle is 400mm
throughout its length. Find the height of the test section, if the conditions to be
maintained at the test section are, M=2.5, P=0.15 bar and T=263K. Calculate the
Mach number, velocity and temperatue ofair at the inlet ofthe nozzle, AIso find
the temperature at the stagnation point of the model located in *le test section.
Assume one dimensional isentropic flow ofair through the nozzle,

\,.. -\ r
4 / 4iDc

: \ 
^dvBrn 

rvd'.N3a /P
i:i:-=--<.n q?

(P.T.o.)



ry. (a)

o)

v. (a)

(b)

2

The flow prooess aoross a shock is irreversible. Explain.
A supersonic nozde is used for discharging air from a reservoir. The reseryoir
pressure and temperature are 0.5 Mpa and 500K. The design Mach number is 2.
With back pressure, a normal shock appears at the exit of the nozzle. Determine
the Mach number, pressure and temperature of air after the shock.

OR
Explain the strong shock solution and weak shook solution in the analysis ofan
oblique shock waYe.
A supersonic flow initialty at Mach number 2 and with static properties of 0.98
bar and 370K is expanded around a l0o sharp comer. Find the downstream Mach
number and downstream properties. Also construct a schematic ofthe expansion
fun.

Air flows in a long pipe under isothermal conditions. At the inlet, the static
tomperature and pressure are 310K and 3 bar respectively and the Mach number is
0.4. The inner diameter ofthe pipe is 120mm and the mean fiiotion coefficient is
0.004. Calculate: (i) lhe length ofthe pipe required to change the Mach number to
0.6 (ii) conditions ofair at M=0.6 (iii) the lengih ofpipe required to choke the
flow (iv) conditions ofair at the exit for ohocked flow.

OR
Prove tllat the Mach number at the maximum enthalpy and maximum entropy

points on the Rayleigh lineare IJV altd 1.0 respectively.

Air-firel mixture enters a combustion ohamber with an initial velocity of 150m,/s,
piessure of4 bar and temperature of410K. The Maoh number at the exit ofthe
combustion chamber is 0.8. Taking y =1.3, Cp:l.l44KllKg.K and calorific value

of fuel: 43MJ/Kg, find; (i) the entry Mach number (ii) exit temperature and
pressure (iii) stagnation pressure loss (iv) airfuel ratio required.

How is it possible to employ the pitot tube for measurement in a supersonic
stream? Derive the Rayleigh supersonic pitot formula.
With the help ofneat sketches explain the optoeletronic arrangemenls for forward
scatter and backward scatter metiods of laser v€locimetry.

OR
When does a shadowgraph preferred over a Schlieren system in studying densitjr
effects? Mention the difference in principle oftwo instruments.
What are the two different arangements by whioh the hot wire anemometer is
used? With the help of circuit diagmm and typical calibration curves explain how
velocibr can be calculated from results.
Explain how closed circuit wind tunnels circuit wind (5)
tunnels for supersonic testing.

(5)
( l0)

vI. (15)

(5)

(10)

(5)

(r0)

(a)

(b)

vm. (a)

(b)

(7)

(8)

(5)

(5)

Ix. (a)

(b)

(c)
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I. (a)
(b)

B.Tech Degree WII Semester Examination April2012

IT 802 REAL TIME SYSTf,MS
(2006 Scheme)

Time: 3 Hours Maximum Marks: 100

PART A
(Answer,4Z,Z questions)

(8x5:a0)

Describe any five applications ofreal time system.
Explain:

(0 hoficient schedules
(ii) Optimal scbedules
(iil) Preemptiveschedules

Describe the shortcomings of Window NT.
What do you mean by timing conshaints? Give the classification oftiming constraint with an
example.
Describe the various QoS models,
Explain RSVP.
Compaxe between the three conourrency control protocols for real time databases.

What do you mean by tempofal consistency? Describe in detail the various requirements for
temporal consistency of data.

Describe the characteristics of real time systems--

(4x15=60)

(8)
What are the different classifications ofreal time
in detail-

one oftlem

OR
Give the classification ofreal time task scheduling algorithms in detail.
Describo the clock driven 56fisduling algorithm.

Explain how resources are shared among real time asks.
Describe HLP in detail with suitable example. Also explain the shortcomings ofHLP.

OR
Describe the features ofReal Time Operating Systems.
Explain benchmarking ofReal Time Operating Systems.

Explain Bounded access protocols for LANs.
Describe the various applications which require real time commrmication.

OR
What do you mean by rate control in a n€twork? Explain in detail
Describe routing in a packet switched network.

Derive the various applications ofreal time databases.
Explain locking based concur€ncy control protocol.

OR
Explain the optimistic concurency control protocol.
Describe the speculative concurrency contol protocol.
Give a briefdescription about the various database concepts.

(c)
(d)

(e)
(D
(g)
(h)

(7)

(5)
(10)

m. (a)
(b)

(5)
(10)

0)
(8)

(a)
(b)

(a)

o)

Iv.

tr. (a)
(b)

(a)

o)

(a)
(b)

(a)
(b)

(a)
(b)
(c)

(8)
(7)

(8)
(7)

(s)
( l0)

(6)
(s)
(4)
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CS EO3 OBJECT ORIENTED MODELING AND DESIGN
(zooa scheme)

Time : 3 Hours Maximum Marks : 100

PARTA
(Answer f!! questions)

Give the notations used in Data Flow Diagram.

What is a model? Write two aspects of a model.

Differentiate between association and aggregation.

Explain: (i) Construint (ii) Packages,

Define'interface'.

Explain: (i) Process (ii) Threads.

Give the structure ofunified

Describe a component

(4xls=60)

Explain object orienled soncepts lyith

(8 x s =40)
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(D

(g)

(h)

II.

m.

VI.

ViL

tv.

List and explain eight steps involved in system design.

Explain the basic building blocks oft-IML.
OR

Define a class. Explain class diagram with an exarnple.

Explain Use case diaeram with an example. 
*

Explain LML Architectuml Modelling in detail.

Explain software architeoure. 
OR

Illustrate deployment diagram vzith example.

vIII.

x

*-i;;;;;rd)
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Time : 3 Hours

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(D

(e)

(h)

Maximum Marks : 100

(8xs=40)

II. (a)
(b)

(4 x 15 :60)

(10)
(5)

os)

(15)

(5)
(10)

o0)
(s)

(1s)

(1s)

o5)

(a)

o)

(a)
(b)

ry.

vII.

vm.

D(.

B.Tech Degree WII Semester Examination April2012
Ef, 803 f,LECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION

(2006 Soheme)

PARTA
(AnswerliZ questions)

Explair the working ofload cell.

Explain the principles of fibre optic transducers.

Draw the general signal conditioning block diagram and explain briefly.

Explain the principle ofnull type bridges.

Draw the block diagram ofa basic measuring system and explain.

Describe the principle of vector impedance meter.

Discuss accuracy and precision. " r,f f)1/ .e _- ----- ',-\\
Explain briefly different rypes oferrors. ,,,1 

l'- {f

Explain the principle and working ofLVDT, with the help ofa neat diagram.
With the help of a diagram, explain LVDT pressure fansducer.

OR
Explain the following:

(i) Bourdon tubes
(ii) Magnetostrictivetransducers
(iii) Resistance thermo meter

Explain the diflerent types ofmodulation techniques as applied to telemetry.
OR

write briefly on sampling process.

Describe the principles oftime division and frequency division multiplexing.

Elucidate the principle of successive approximation type D\/IVI.
Explain dynamic characteristics ofa measuement system,

OR
Explain ana.log and digital data acquisition systems.

Explain any two gpes ofdisplays used in an instrumentation system.
OR

Explain any two types ofrecorders use.d in an instrumentation system.
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EC 803 OPTO ELECTROMCS AND COMMUNICATION
(2006 Schene)

Time : 3 Hours Maximum Marks : 100

PART A
(Answer &L questions)

(8 x s :40)
I. (a) Write notes on intemal reflection and total internal reflection.

(b) A step index multimode fiber with NA of 0.2 supports approximatety 1000 modes at

E50nm. Find the number ofmodes for l320nm and 1550nm.

(c) Describe the factors which decide the response time ofa photodiode.

(d) Explain the modulation ofLED with reference to electrical and optical bandwidth.

(e) Explain the requirement ofgood conneotor desigu.

(D State the advantages oftransimpedence amplifiers.

(g) Discuss the significance oftunable sources in optical fibre

BTS(C) - Vr[ - 04.12 - 009 - N

OR
What is attenuation of a signal? What are the factors that determine the attenuation
characteri stics ofan opxical fiber?

Discuss about fundameotal receiver operation and its configuration.
OR

Explain the different laser diode structures. Obtain the expression for the total number of
photons per unit volume. What do you mean by the external quantum efliciency ofa laser
diode?

Describe the different splicing teohniques.
Explain the aspects relating to the eye pattem.

OR
Explain the techniques involved in the measurement ofattenuation.
What is OTDR?

III.

1s = 60)

(10)
(5)

(15)

(8)
(7)

(10)
(s)

(1s)

(1s)

ry.

( l0)
(5)

(!s)

(a)
(b)

(a)
(b)

vm.

Ix

(a)
(b)

Describe Erbium doped fiber amplifiers.
Explain optical gating wavelength converter.

OR
Explain the non linear effects on optical fiber network performance.

(h) Explaiu rhe aspects rclated to isorat*, *o "*ffiffi 
,,,, i. -_r-rc tlpn-au, \,i-1,,

\\;L ..-^ ;,
'/-:a .,. .tiJi'l'II. (a) Explain the modes ofpropagation in planar dielectric wavegiiilei-'-:
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Time : 3 Hours

ME 803 PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY
(2006 Scheme)

Maximum Mrks : 100
PARTA

(Answer lZ, questions)

(8 x 5 :40)

Define a maohine tool. What are the general requirements ofmachine tools?

Differentiat€ botween stepped and step less driv6.

lvhat are the advantages of Non traditional maohining process?

Sketoh the arrangement ofAbrasivejet machining process and briefly explain the
proc€ss.
Explain properties and featur€s of Powder MetallurS/ products.

What are the characteristics ofmetal powdels?

What are the cornnon qpos of fluid logic

What is JIC symbols?

PART
(4 x 15 d0)

Explain Ray diagrams for Machine tool gear box
OR

Explain feed and speed mechanisms in drilling machines.

Explain process characteristics and applications ofElectro Chemioal Machinery.
OR

Distinguish between electron beam machining and laser beam machining.

Briefly explain the secondary powder metallurgl operations.

OR
How metal powders are produced? List the sequenc€ of operations performsd to
produce a powder metallurgy product.

With a neat sketch ofoil hydraulic cirouit describe the working ofa shaper,

what axe tlrc factors to ue 
"oosideref*ite 

doing estimation and costing in a
foundry shop?

I. (a)

(b)

G)
(d)

(e)

(0

G)
(h)

tr.

trL

ry.

YIL

#--16'1, t 'tttr5

1-"2",n"*"ooo*' .;:'o\ :rdt.... -/._ ,\S.;;,;,;;42

x.
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Time : 3 Hours

IT 803 SOFTWARE PROJECT MANAGEMEIYT
(2006 Scheme)

Maximum Marks : 100
PARTA

(Answer/L questions)

(8x5=40)

Briefly list out the standard nays in whioh software organizations are shuctured.

What is pototyping2 Discuss some of its advantages.

Write a note on quality review.

Discuss the planning guidelines.

what is scM?

Discuss on configumtion audits.

Write a note on leadership styles.

Write notes on Mc Georgon's theory of

Discuss the differsnt steps involved in project
like aotivity network and SSADM.

OR

(4 x 15 =60)

(15)

m. Explain COCOMO. How is it used to estimate the development time and the
number of persons required for the development of a software project?

(ls)

BTS (C) - Vm - 04.12 - 009 - Q

Discuss the steps for project monitoring and controlling'
OR

Define quality and discuss the various steps involved in assuring the quality of
software projea.

tr.

I. (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(0

(e)

(h)

VII.

vm. @)
(b)

D(.

Explain with a neat
SCM.

ry. (15)

os)

( l5)

(1s)

VL sketch th6 version control and change oontol activities in

OR
Discuss the activitios of $CM in detail.

Discuss the Maslow's hierarchy ofneeds.
Discuss the laxious leadership activities.

OR
Explain the various productiyity tools and discuss how they are selected in a

typical environment,

(8)
a

(15)

CENIR,/A'L 
UBRAPY

DOlc' ,,
..-.----'-....2

dtit,,,rr.-.t .,ror r:
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(a)

o)
G)

(d)

G)
(0

(g)

(h)

(b)

m. (a)

(b)

ry. G)

(b)

B.Tech Degree WII Semester Examination April2012

CS/ECiEE/DI 804 (A) DIGITAL IMAGE PROCESSING
(2006 Scheme)

Time : 3 Hours Maximum Marks : 100

PARTA
(Answer,4trL questions)

(8xs=40)

Explain the terms Euctidean, D4 and D-8 distanoes.

Write briefly on the quantization merhanism of images.

Describe the technique for Region splittiug and merging, with the help of an
example.
Explain image subtraction and image averaging for image enhancement.

Discuss the significance of circulant matrices.

Explain Gray-level interpolation.

Describe the various types ofredundancies in images.

Explain run length encoding and its suitability

(a) What is meant by digitization of an image?
gray levels.

t that
Whatgovem the choice of the number of pixels and tfte

are the consequences ofan inappropriate ohoice ofthese parameters?
Write shofi note on DCT.

Determine th€ 2-D DFT orttre aaa marSl
,-trorl
t"l=Lo , il.
Write short note on wavo let transform and its application.

Explain the correspondence between filtering in the spatial and fiEquency
domains.
A low pass spatial filter is form€d that averages the four immediate neighbours of
a point (r7) but exoludes the point itself, Find the equivalent filter H(av) in the
frequency domain. Also show that the result obtained above is that of a low pass

filter.
OR

Desoribe the Hough Transform and explain how it can be used in: (i) edge
defection (ii) linking ofobjects in an irnage.

CINTf,AL IIaRARY
Dote. .,

1+\
)<

00)

(s)

(8)

(7)

(7)

(8)

{4 x l5 =60)

(ls)

c.r.o)



VI. G)
(b)
(")

v[ (a)

(b)

Explain Pseudo color image processing.
Write short note on intensity slicing.
Explain gray lwel to color

Briefly explain the principle of algebraic approach restoration. Explain
the difference between unconstrained and constrained restoration.
Explain how image restoration is done on an image which is blurred by uniform
linear motion.

Explain how Huffinan coding can be used in image compression.
Find a set of code words and average word length using Huftnan coding scheme
for a set ofinput gray levels with probabilities as given below.

(s)
(5)
(5)

(8)

(7\

(7)
(8)

Vm. (a)
(b)

D(.

Input 51

Probability O.02

Disouss about JPEG coding
compression.

s3 Sa 55 36 Sz Ss

0.03 0.15 0.05 0.20 0.10 0.30

OR
and e-rplain how far it is efficic*tt in image

S2

0.15

(15)

,.:- / c[firul uBeaFY \ I
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CS/TT 804 (D) MOBILE COMPUTING
(2006 Schene)

Time: 3 Hows Maximum Marks: 100

PART A
(Answer III questions)

(8x5:a0)

(a)

(b)

(o)

(d)

(e)

(0

(9

(h)

Explain mobile oomputing applications.

Write short note on Mobile Agent.

Briefly explain wireless gateways.

Explain mobile application servers.

What is EDGE?

Write short note on Free Space Optics.

Explain Mobile Ad-hoc network security.

PART B

Service in detail.
OR

Draw and explain mobile computing architechre with neat diagram.

Explain Wirel€ss Application Protocol in detail.
OR

Discuss on Data Caching in mobile devices.

Explain GPRS system architecture with neat diagram.
OR

Explain mobile Ad-hoc network with neat diagram.

Explain wireless sensor network.

Write short note on Wireless LAN security.
OR

Explain SSL for Wireless web security.

CE}iTRAL UERAPY

Dsie. ' -

(4 x ls = 60)

T.

ru.

Iv.

u.

uI. (a)
(b)

vtrr,

x.
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Time : 3 Hours

EE 804 (B) RENEWABLE SOt]RCf,S OF ENERGY
(2006 Scheme)

Maximum Marks : 100

PART A
(Answer,4ZI questions)

(8x5:40)

Discuss the causes and effects ofglobal warming.

List and explain ttre main components in a solar thermal collector.

Explain with a block diagram, tle process ofphotovoltaic conversion system.

Discuss the various materials used for solar cell production.

Compare the Savonius and Darriens tlpes of rotors used in vertical axis wind
turbines.
Discuss the advantages and disadvantages ofwave enerry.

List out tlro main applications of fuel cells.

Explain the principle of MHD power

I. (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(0

G)
(h)

[ (a)

o)

(e)

(6)

m' (a)

(b)

ry. (a)

(b)

Distinguish between renewable and

examples.
Discuss the operation of absorption retigerator. How is it different
compressor refrigerator? 

OR
Explain the working of flat plate collectors for solax water heaters. How can its
performance be enhanced?
Write briefly on themal storage.

Draw and explain the equivalent circuit and V-I characteristics of a silicon PV
cell.
Explain the terms beam radiation, diffrse radiation and total radiation.

OR
Explain with necessary illustrations the two different types of instruments used

for solar radiation measurement.

Explain the basic components cfa wind enerry conversion system (WECS).

Discuss the wave energy conversion by floats.
OR

Distinguish between horizontal axis and vertical axis wind turbines.
Discuss the site selection criteria for wind power plant installation.

Explain the differenl biomass conversion technologies.
OR

Distinguish between open cycle and closed cycle ocean thermal energy

conYersion systems.

(4 x 15 :60)

with (6)

from (9)

(e)

(6)

(15)

(e)
(6)

(e)
(6)

(15)

(1s)

vL (a)
(b)

vII. (a)
(b)

VIII.

Ix.

cENI*ALuBcAEY );1
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ME 804 (E) AUTOMOBII,E ENGINEERING
(2006 Scheme)

PART A
(Answer,4Ztr questions)

I. (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(0

G)
(h)

(8 x 5 :40)

Explain the multi cylinder arrangements in automobile engines.

Draw and explain the valve timing diagram ofa 4 shoke engine.

Compare battery ignition over magneto ignition.

Write shon notes on crank case ventilation and systems of crankcase

ventilation.
Explain the fi.mctions of frame and various loads dealt by the frame.

Write the typical gear box ratio in a small car and explain overdrive.

Explain the functions ofsuspension system in automobile.

Write short notes on brake efficiency and stopping distance.

PART B

Explain various types ofcombustion chambers in CI engines.

(4 x ls :60)

a)
(8)Explain the arrangements to control piston slap'

OR
Draw and explain:

(i) Poppet valve inan automobile
(iD Valve ach.rating mechanisms
(iir) Piston

Draw and explain AC Mechanioal pump used in
Explain different types ofpetrol injections.

OR
What are the objectives of lubrication systems? Briefly explain the engine

lubrication s)stems.
Draw and explain the pump circulation system of water cooling in an engine.

Draw the layout of transmission syst€m and explain the functions of each

component.
Explain the purpose and requirements ofclutch.

OR
Explain the working of:

(, Constant mesh gear box
(i0 Sliding mesh gear box
(iiD Sl,nchro mesh gear box

Wrile short notes on:
(, Camber
(ii) Caster
(iii) Toe-in and toe-out

OR
Draw and explain:

(D Air brake sYstem

(ii) Fading ofbrakes

Maximum Marks : 100

[ (a)
(b)

(5)
(5)
(5)

Iv. (a)
(b)

v. (a)

o)

(8)
(7)

(10)

(5)

(7)

(8)

(5)
(s)
(5)

VL (a)

(b)

VII
(s)
(5)
(5)

(8)

a)

i( f::**'
Do' ,--.

D(.


